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Hellmann and Bergische Achsen KG start
field tests with retro-fitted electric motor
for commercial vehicles
•
•
•

Six months on-road test
Innovation cooperation will provide insights into a variety of
practical requirements
Testing of different topographies and tour structures for innercity deliveries

Osnabrück/Wiehl, 17/08/2018 ---As part of an innovation cooperation, the
globally operating logistics service provider, Hellmann Worldwide Logistics,
and one of the world’s largest manufacturer of trailer running gears, BPW
Bergische Achsen KG, are starting a joint practical trial: they are bringing the
eTransport, an electric motor axle recently developed by BPW, onto the
roads. What sets it apart is that the electrically operated axle enables the
conversion of conventional, diesel-powered commercial vehicles and
therefore represents a genuine innovation in terms of sustainability – not
only from a technical, but also from an economic and environmental point of
view.
As part of the field test, the use of an electrically powered van will be tested
over a period of six months in various topographies, and with varying tour
configurations for inner-city delivery. The MB Vario, which has been specially
converted for Hellmann, will be deployed for around two months in the pilot
branches of Osnabrück, Lehrte and Bielefeld. With its two axle-integrated
asynchronous motors, the vehicle boasts more than 150 kW (equalling around
200 PS) and allows a range of 100 km to be covered with a usable load of 3
tonnes using an 80 kWh lithium-ion battery.
The logistics company Hellmann has been working on innovative, sustainable
logistics approaches for several years now. By cooperating with institutes
from science, research and industry, the aim is to find a real alternative to
diesel motors for the Hellmann vehicle fleet in the medium-term; one that
stands up to both economical and environmental criteria.
BPW won numerous innovation prizes with the eTransport axle, which was
presented for the very first time at the IAA 2016. Thanks to the compact
installation of motors and gears in the axle and the advantageous position of
the motor close to the wheel, this is an impressive solution which optimises
the manoeuvrability of the vehicle with active assisted steering. The
eTransport solution can be integrated into existing vehicles, such as the MB
Vario for example, and therefore gives expensive special vehicles a second
life free of emissions. In conjunction with the experts, Paul Nutzfahrzeuge,
BPW has announced that the standard conversion of these vehicle types will
begin by the end of the year.
“We see electro-mobility as a possible key technology in the implementation
of sustainable logistics approaches, which at the same time provides our
customers with more flexibility. Based on the threat of diesel bans in inner-

city areas and the increasing demand amongst customers for green logistics
solutions, this field test gives us real data and experience regarding the use
of new motor technology,” says Mathias Magnor, Chief Operating Officer
Road & Rail, Hellmann Worldwide Logistics.
Markus Schell, personally liable managing partner of BPW: “We are delighted
that Hellmann, as a globally operating logistics service provider which is
devoted to sustainability, has chosen our solution. This means that together
we can gain highly valued knowledge about various practical requirements
and use it for further development before we start with series conversion of
diesel vehicles from the end of this year.”

About Hellmann Worldwide Logistics:
Since its foundation in 1871 Hellmann Worldwide Logistics has gone on to
become one of the largest international logistics service providers. In 2017, the
Hellmann Group generated a turnover of around 3.2 billion euro and employed
around 13,000 people across 255 branches in 56 countries. The company is
represented around the globe with around 19,500 employees in 437 offices in
162 countries via its partner network. The range of services includes the classic
freight forwarding services by lorry, rail, air and sea freight, as well as an
extensive assortment of CEP services, contract logistics, branch and IT solutions.
www.hellmann.net

About the BPW Group
The BPW Group, based in Wiehl, Germany, is a dependable international mobility
and system partner for the transport industry, serving as a one-stop shop for
innovative solutions. Its portfolio embraces axles, suspension systems and brake
technologies (BPW), locking systems and bodywork technology (Hestal), lighting
systems (Ermax), composite technologies (HBN-Teknik), and user-friendly
telematics applications for trucks and trailers (idem telematics). BPW Group’s
technologies and services support manufacturers’ cost-effective workflows and
enable vehicle operators to manage their fleets efficiently by maximising the
transparency of loading and transport processes. The owner-managed BPW Group
encompasses 70 companies worldwide and employs around 7,000
people. www.bpw.de/e
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